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E9_B9_8F_E6_89_98_E7_c81_118186.htm 1. collapse 2.blame

3.overcharge 4.absent minded 5. face to face 6.let out 7. subscribe

8.signature 9. light up 10.for sale 11.frosting 12.leniency 13.bulldozer

14. call on 15.wear and tear 16. dig up 17make fun of (laugh at)18

rating 19 help 20 in sb’s shoes 21 keep 22 outright 23

investigate(research) 24 approve (agree) 25 food for thought 26

brilliant 27 nothing short of (nothing less than) 28 dedicate 29 excuse

30 scratch the surface 31 bear up 32 hit the spot 33 And how! 34 free

35 substitute 36 whatsoever 37 cross out 38 break new ground 39

self-conscious 40 bed spread (bed cover) 41 original(ly) 42 count

sb.out 43 lawn (grass) 44 illegal 45 upset 46 wear out 47 take in 48

likely 49 demolish 50 drag one’s feet 51 do 52 stay up 53 call off 54

get at 55 get used to 56 around the clock 57 be in the works 58

instruction (direction) 59 dismantle 60 pack away 61 component 62

as fit as a fiddle 63 rub somebody the wrong way 64 meddle in

(interfere in) 65 under no circumstances 66 swing 67 pal 68 pedal 69

step up 70 insult 71 dominate 72 draw the line 73 populate 74 remark

75 irrelevant 76 upset 77 be backed up 78 responsibility 79 take

advantage of 80 assemble 81 identification 82 tell apart 83 burn up 84

glance through 85 thoughtful 86 sincere 87 genuine 88 end up 89

reserve (book) 90 informative 91 overlook 92 in a million 93 All I got

was a sore foot. 94 out of order 95 break up 96 in memory of 97 slate

98 run down 99 stimulating 100 few and far between 101 supervise



102 trip 103 due to 104 amplifier 105 appoint 106 contest 107 run

around 108 out of this world 109 run for 110 be through 111 in the

event that 112 recommend (suggest) 113 be incapable of 114 look sb.

in the eye 115 anyway 116 flying colors 117 little by little 118 suitable

(appropriate) 119 proceed 120 punctual 121 courage 122 short

handed 123 come into 124 generous 125 mind 126 acknowledge 127

relieve 128 breathe 129 fill in for 130 shift 131 side by side (next to)

132 millionaire 133 misty 134 How come? 135 oversleep 136

outcome 137 impolite 138 beverage 139 get rid of 140 switch 141 do

the trick 142 result in 143 fell down in the dumps 144 appreciate 145

understatement 146 tie up 147 enclose 148 donate 149 worry (be

concerned about ) 150 dry spell 151 take into account 152 get over

153 giant 154 unimpressed 155 learn the ropes 156 go easy on 157

burst 158 look on the bright side of the thing 159 get hold of 160 have

a hand in 161 sell out 162 30 hours a day 163 read too much into 164

do the laundry 165 be credited to 166 up in the air 167 see to 168

touch on 169 make a profit 170 adore 171 over one’s head 172

make it to 173 clean up 174 catch sb’s eye 175 head and shoulders

above 176 dispute 177 close to 178 full schedule 179 catch on 180

leave no stone unturned 181 throw (pitch) 182 be disappointed in

183 abandoned 184 fluids (liquid) 185 shatter 186 overdone 187

excel 188 search it from top to bottom 189 one step at a time 190 buy

out 191 bite off more than one can chew 192 take the plunge 193

hold off 194 on cloud nine 195 grin and bear 196 turn out to be 197

come around 198 enrage 199 discourage sb. from doing sth. 200 pull

away 201 exam 202 six of one and half a dozen of the other 203 ship



204 have got to 205 account for 206 get along with (hit it off) 207 set

out for 208 cool off 209 can’t wait to do (hardly wait to do) 210

avoid 211 provoking 212 last 213 get over with 214 play it by ear 215

be short of 216 quit 217 take over 218 cut out 219 cut down 220 be

cut out for 221 if only 222 get a check cashed (cash a check) 223 look

for a needle in a hay stack 224 try out for 225 remove 226 no sooner

⋯than 227 brush up on 228 knock oneself out 229 run up against

230 care for 231 happen 232 used to do 233 be ineligible for 234

promise 235 last 236 far from 237 hang on to 238 misread 239

outnumber 240 quit 241 stand 242 give out 243 next to 244 come up

with 245 out of one’s mind 246 prefer⋯to⋯247 be up to one’s

neck(ear) 248 noticeable 249 striking 250 skip 251 absent 252

appealing 253 keep to oneself 254 0drop off 255 confront 256 talk

somebody out of 257 creative (inventive) 258 head and shoulders

above 259 work out 260 up to 261 take up 262 carry on 263 go ahead

264 take it easy 265 outgoing 266 catch up on 267 take one’s time

268 proofread 269 get by 270 handle 271 match 272 unconvincing

273 waive 274 forward 275 boil down to 276 unforgivable 277 put up

with 278 brighten 279 hand out 280 by and by 281 fascinating 282

irresponsible 283 meet somebody halfway 284 on the dot 285 next to

286 switch off 287 ring a bell 288 look up to 289 release 290

disconnect 291 sit through 292 snap out of 293 raise the roof 294 get

away with 295 fill out (in) 296 summary 297 on business 298 beyond

299 switch 300 get out of 301 in spite of oneself 302 prove 303 what

for 304 make it 305 inside out 306 secondhand (used) 307 leave 308

0drop by (stop by) 309 trip (stumble) 310 inconsiderate



(thoughtless) 311 on purpose (intentionally) 312 let up 313 put on

314 in any event 315 look on with 316 can’t put it down 317 pound

318 outcome 319 financial 320. cabinet 321 meet 100Test 下载频道
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